
WRITING LESSON 3 : TYPES OF SENTENCES ( Continuation) /Common problems 

 This section will review some of the more common problems that beginning writers encounter. These 

problems include sentence fragments, choppy sentences, stringy sentences, run-on sentences, and 

comma splices.    

Sentence fragments 

 Many beginning writers make the mistake of writing sentence fragments, groups of words that are not  

complete sentences. There are three reasons for sentence fragments: there is either no subject in the  

sentence or no verb in the sentence or there is no  independent clause. Look at these examples:  

 John works on Tuesday.   

 The sun shines.      

 Mary and Tony are engaged and will be married in March.  

  All three of the above sentences contain a subject, a verb, and a complete thought. Nothing has to be 

added to the sentence for it to make sense. The reader can determine the meaning of the sentence. 

Dependent clauses are sometimes thought of as a sentence because they may contain a subject and/or a 

verb, but because they do not express a complete thought, they are not complete sentences. Look at these  

examples:  

 Rained everyday last week.       Sally and Min Ju everyday.        For example cakes and cookies.                

The four examples above are dependent clauses, not complete sentences. The first example has no 

subject. For this clause to make sense a subject must be added. Adding it (it being the weather) as the 

subject turns this dependent clause into an independent clause (or sentence) that the reader can easily 

make sense of.   

         It rained everyday last week.  

The second example has no verb. The reader does not know what Sally and Min Ju did everyday. Did they 

play? Sing? Cry? Swim?   

 Sally and Min Ju played on the beach everyday on their vacation.  

 With the addition of a verb, the reader knows exactly what action Sally and Min Ju performed and the 

sentence makes sense.  

The third example contains no subject or verb and it is impossible for the reader to understand its 

meaning. Once a subject and verb are added the meaning of the sentence becomes clear.          

 Luke likes anything sweet for dessert, for example cakes and cookies.  



         The forth example contains both a subject and a verb, but it does not express a complete thought.           

The reader cannot determine the meaning of the clause because something is missing. What is           

missing is the thought about what action or event will happen when the person arrives in Phoenix.           

Will the sun be shining by the time he gets to Phoenix or will his friend be in Amsterdam by the time he 

gets to Phoenix or will he have slept for 36 hours by the time he gets to Phoenix?   

         By the time I get to Phoenix, she will be returning home from work.    

Adding the independent clause she will be returning home from work makes this into a complete 

sentence. Now the reader fully understands the intended meaning of the sentence.   

Correcting a sentence fragment involves either adding a subject or adding a verb or changing 

the dependent clause into an independent one, as the examples above have shown.    

Words that are commonly used to start dependent clauses are listed below. When editing and revising 

written work, be sure to examine any sentence that begins with these words to ensure that it is indeed a 

complete sentence and expresses a complete thought.   

 

 

 

 TASK:  Edit the following dependent clause to make them into   complete sentences.  

1. After I get home     ________________________________________________________________      

2. On Mondays Lance and Gertrude like      ________________________________________________________________   

   3. Until it started to rain      ________________________________________________________________    

Choppy sentences 

 Another common problem which beginning writers have are writing choppy sentences.  Choppy 

sentences are sentences that are too short. They should be combined to make longer sentences. Look at 

the examples below.  

I like dogs. Dogs make good pets. Dogs are friendly and loyal.  Reading short sentences like this would be 

very boring and frustrating to read for long periods of time. It makes for more interesting reading if the 

sentences are combined into one or two sentences, as shown below.  

      I like dogs because they are friendly and loyal. These two traits make   dogs good pets.  

 Edit the choppy sentences below into one or two sentences  so they are more interesting to read.  

Common words that begin independent clauses 

    After   although   as    because         before   despite   even if    even though         if        in spite 

of   since     so         so that    though    unless     until         whatever   when       whenever  where          

whereas     wherever     which      while         who        whom          whose  



1. Vegetables are good for you. Vegetables taste good. Vegetables are easy to prepare.       

________________________________________________________________  

 2. I like movies. I go to movies every weekend. I like action movies best.      

________________________________________________________________    

Stringy Sentences 

 Some beginning writers have a tendency to write and write, producing very long sentences which 

consist of too many independent clauses which are connected with and, but, or because. These sentences 

are many times the result of writing the same way as we speak. These types of sentences can also be 

difficult to comprehend and are tiresome to read. There is no hard and fast rule for the number of 

independent clauses in a sentence, but a good of thumb is two. Stringy sentences can be corrected by 

making separate sentences of some of the independent clauses and re-writing others to make them 

compound or complex sentences.   Look at this example.  

Taking a bath everyday is very important for personal hygiene because if a person doesn’t bathe 

everyday they could become sick and they would start to smell really bad and people would give them 

very funny looks and not want to be around them.   

  Corrected→ Taking a bath every day is important for personal hygiene. If a person doesnt bath 

everyday they could become sick. In additional, they would begin to smell; people would give        

them funny looks and avoid them.   

Rewrite the following stringy sentences into more appropriate ones.  

1. I have made it a point throughout my life to try to save at least a part of my monthly income and put it 

into a savings account because I want to have a       large nest egg to retire on, and I try never to give into 

the impulse of dipping       into it because I would regret it in the future.     

_________________________________________________________________     

2. Halloween was always a very special holiday for me when I was a child because  I got to dress up in a 

costume and went all over the neighborhood and got candy      from all my neighbors, but I never got sick 

eating all that candy at one time      because my mother made me put most of it away and I was only able 

to eat a little bit of it everyday, but it lasted a lot longer that way.    

_________________________________________________________________     

Run-on sentences 

Run-on sentences consist of two or more independent clauses with no punctuation. Run-on sentences 

can be just as frustrating as choppy sentences to read and can be more difficult for the reader to 

understand.   



Example:   My mother likes to cook and she cooks delicious cakes and cookies and I love the smell of the 

house whenever she is    baking something because it makes my mouth water.  

 Run-on sentences can be corrected in one of three ways;  

 by using a period to make separate independent clauses,  

 by using a subordinating conjunction to connect the clauses,  

 or by adding extra words. Note how much easier it is to read the above passage with correct punctuation 

and the use of conjunctions.    

    Correction:  My mother likes to cook. Her cakes and cookies are especially delicious. I love the 

smell of the house whenever she is  baking because it makes my mouth water.  

 Edit the following run-on sentence by using punctuation to make two or more independent clauses or by 

adding a subordinator to connect the clauses, or by adding more words.  

1. The first dog I had after graduating from college was named Fred and he was a      great dog and he 

loved to play ball and get a bath but he also had a  tendency to         chew my shoes and plants when he 

was a puppy that made me very angry.      _________________________________________________________________      

Comma splice 

 A comma splice error occurs when a comma is used by itself to separate two independent clauses. If a 

comma is used to separate two independent clauses, a coordinating conjunction must also be included.  

   Commas splice: My family went to Australia, then they immigrated to Canada.                   

 Corrected: My family went to Australia, and then they immigrated to Canada.  

 There are four methods to use to correct a comma splice.   

1. The first method uses a period to separate the independent clauses.  

My family went to Australia. Then they immigrated to Canada.  

2. The second method uses a semicolon to separate the two independent clauses.  

My family went to Australia; then they immigrated to Canada.  

3. The third method uses a coordinating conjunction to separate the two independent clauses.  

My family went to Australia, and then they immigrated to Canada.  

4. The forth method changes one of the independent clauses to a dependent clause and starts it with 

a subordinating conjunction.   

My family went to Australia, before they immigrated to Canada. After my family went to 

Australia, they immigrated to Canada.  

 



Edit the following sentence, correcting the comma splice. Use the four different methods describe above 

to correct   the error.  

1. Roger gets up in the morning, then he brushes his teeth.      

_________________________________________________________________    

  2. Leopards hunt by night, they sleep during the day.      

_________________________________________________________________  

 

By: Mrs KERROUM  


